
Performance optimizedPerformance optimized to compliment your  to compliment your LEDLED  

lighting packagelighting package with the quality and reliability of with the quality and reliability of  

a Harrison hydraulic generator. The a Harrison hydraulic generator. The STINGER 3.0STINGER 3.0  

is is purpose-builtpurpose-built for mobile power anytime  for mobile power anytime 3,000 watts or less3,000 watts or less  

are required all while offering the are required all while offering the smallest footprint availablesmallest footprint available on the market on the market  

today. Through the use of today. Through the use of advanced engineering materialsadvanced engineering materials, the , the STINGER 3.0STINGER 3.0 is is

compact and lightweight compact and lightweight so you can always have a generator during critical incidentso you can always have a generator during critical incident

response.response.

The The STINGER 3.0STINGER 3.0 uses advanced  uses advanced corrosion-resistant aluminumcorrosion-resistant aluminum construction and construction and

engineered composite materials for the exterior of the generator. The 2" riser rails lift theengineered composite materials for the exterior of the generator. The 2" riser rails lift the

STINGER 3.0STINGER 3.0 above the mounting surface to  above the mounting surface to prevent any water intrusionprevent any water intrusion into the into the

generator. The hydraulic hose and electrical connections are located on the fan side of thegenerator. The hydraulic hose and electrical connections are located on the fan side of the

unit, providing an unit, providing an EZ Mounting systemEZ Mounting system like the rest of the Harrison family. like the rest of the Harrison family.

3.0
Replace your inverterReplace your inverterReplace your inverter   
with the purpose builtwith the purpose builtwith the purpose built   

Stinger 3.0Stinger 3.0Stinger 3.0

For over 50 years, Harrison has been the name professionals have staked their livesFor over 50 years, Harrison has been the name professionals have staked their lives

on; and the lives of others. Consider the competitive advantages of Harrison’son; and the lives of others. Consider the competitive advantages of Harrison’s

STINGER 3.0 Hydraulic Generator.STINGER 3.0 Hydraulic Generator.

Clean, Reliable, Mobile, Compact PowerClean, Reliable, Mobile, Compact PowerClean, Reliable, Mobile, Compact Power
since 1969since 1969since 1969
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The airflow pattern of theThe airflow pattern of the

STINGER 3.0STINGER 3.0 makes it makes it

perfect for compartments,perfect for compartments,

dunnage areas, anddunnage areas, and

anywhere you have aanywhere you have a

straight thru airflowstraight thru airflow

requirement.requirement.

Package your Package your Stinger 3.0Stinger 3.0

along with a remote mountalong with a remote mount

reservoir and you have thereservoir and you have the

perfect generator forperfect generator for

customers looking to takecustomers looking to take

advantage of the unusedadvantage of the unused

spaces on their apparatus.spaces on their apparatus.
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